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In this paper is about the problem of the social classification in the late eighteenth 

century. My approach will be phenomenological, rather than hermeneutical—which is to 

say that the paper will as much about uses of categories as they unfold as much as it will 

be about the meanings of social typologies as they are generated. The particular case I 

will examine is the category of “suspicious persons” and the “law on suspects,” of 

September 17, 1793. I begin under the old regime. 

 Eighteenth-century cities, and especially Paris, were teeming with shady 

characters, vagabonds, illegal immigrants, swindlers and dangerous criminals who might 

easily pass for honest itinerant workers or upright travelling businessmen. How was it 

possible to distinguish the dangerous types from decent citizens going about worthy 

business? How could their activities be monitored in order to prevent the occurrence of 

nefarious deeds? Public security thus depended upon the art of subtle discriminations and 

the elaboration of reliable networks of information—in sum upon a vast web of volunteer 

busybodies and paid informants.  

There were particular categories or classes of individuals who were by their very 

nature suspicious and thus under continuous scrutiny by the police: ex-criminals (ever-

identifiable by marks carved into their skin by penal authorities), foreigners, religious 

minorities, visitors from other parts of France, vagrants (deserving or undeserving), the 

diseased or potentially infected (who might arrive from plague or cholera-ridden regions), 
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and by the later half of the century, itinerant workers of any sort.1 Over the course of the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, all of these groups were gradually required by the 

police to carry identity papers at all times.  

Other groups, due to the sensitive nature of their professions and activities, were 

under continuous police surveillance, at least in Paris and the larger cities: butchers, 

bakers, doctors, pharmacists, jewelers, actors, singers and dancers, printers, booksellers, 

colporteurs and writers.2 These groups received special attention, but in reality the police 

watched everyone and suspected everyone. It was their job to be suspicious. Good 

judgment of character required close, sustained scrutiny, and in the best of circumstances 

mastery of the ancient art of physiogamy.3 

But suspicion was no mere professional deformation of the policeman, the 

prosecutor and the magistrate. It was a pervasive mode of perception in everyday life, a 

way of reading and interpreting the world that saturated all aspects of human relations. It 

entered into the language not only of law enforcement (‘gens suspects,’ ‘témoins 

suspects,’ ‘aveux suspects’), but also into the way that the French made love (‘fidelité 

suspecte’ ‘liasons suspectes,’ ‘allures suspectes’), the way they did business (‘suspect 

aux marchandes,’ ‘réussite suspecte,’ ‘commerce suspect,’) interpreted the Bible (‘foi 

suspect,’ ‘piété suspecte,’ ‘doctrine suspecte’), conducted diplomacy and interpreted 

politics (‘suspect au sultan,’ ‘suspect à ses alliés,’ ‘suspect aux principaux citoyens,’ 

‘article de loi suspect’). It shaped the way words were spoken and heard (‘suspect de 

flatterie, ‘entretiens suspects,’ ‘la voix suspect,’ ‘une oreille attentive, saisi des objets 

suspects’), the way they were written and read (‘une correspondence qui rend suspect,’ 

‘vers suspect,’ ‘brochure suspect’). It lent meaning to gestures and actions (‘geste 
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suspecte,’ ‘manière suspecte,’ ‘mains trop suspects’); it structured perceptions of space 

and time (‘maison suspecte,’ ‘visites suspectes, ‘deux époques également suspectes’), and 

it singled out objects that were odd or out of place (‘poissons suspectes,’ ‘monuments 

suspects’). Not least, it made legible the features of the human face (‘traits trop marqués 

et suspects,’ ‘yeux cruels et suspects,’ ‘bouche suspecte,’ ‘regard suspect,’ ‘haleine 

infectée ou suspecte’).  

In no arena of social action was the language of suspicion more ubiquitous than in 

the scrutiny of moeurs. The interpretation of moral character, more than of any other 

dimension of human experience, was an engine for suspicion: everything that appeared 

good—intentions, probity, interests, motives, zeal, sincerity, etc.—might, in reality, prove 

to be false, and suspicion was the safeguard against deceit. Suspicion reached its 

conceptual apotheosis in the writings of Diderot and Rousseau who alone among 

eighteenth-century authors (available in ARTFL), turned suspicion back upon itself: “on 

s’accuse, on se suspecte, on se tyrannise,” “ces sentiments qui me rend suspect à moi-

même.”   

In sum, pre-revolutionary French society was as much self-policing as it was 

policed, because, like many early modern societies it was relatively under-policed by 

public authorities. The police were ever-increasingly present in everyday life, but self-

protection was still the first resort of all citizens. Michel Foucault may have been right to 

see the French Revolution as a critical moment of transformation in the mode of state 

repression from punishment to surveillance. But the state did not invent the practice of 

surveillance—it progressively appropriated it from society itself.4 

II. The Penal Revolution:  
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Though the task of surveillance shifted progressively from society to the state, 

over the course of the late-seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, the Penal Code and 

the administrative reforms of 1790-1791 produced nothing short of a conceptual 

revolution in the nature of surveillance of the suspicious. Most famously, deputy Michel 

LePeletier Saint-Fargeau in his Rapport sur le Projet du Code Pénal on 22-23 May 1791, 

presented to his compatriots a proposal to abolish the practice of indelibly marking the 

bodies of criminals and to instead register the whole population and put it under 

continuous observation.5  

 The Code was put into operation a little more than a month later by the first three 

articles of the new Loi de police municipale et correctionelle, which required municipal 

officers and police commissioners in the cities and the countryside to keep (and update 

annually) a register containing of the name, age, sex, place of birth and profession of 

every inhabitant in their municipality or commune.6  

Revolutionary criminal investigation was meant to break with the corporatist 

worldview of Old Regime police. But this was not to be. Total surveillance of every 

individual eluded the ambitions of the police. Moreover, from as early as July of 1789 it 

became clear to both national legislators and to local police that some groups would need 

to be collectively singled out for either expulsion or special surveillance if the nation was 

to be made secure from its enemies—and most notably emigrés, refractory priests and 

former aristocrats.  

The search for potential émigrés led all travelers, or unknowns to the 

neighborhood or without fixed addresses to become suspect.7 Needless to say, suspicion 

against Priests heightened after the Pope declared the French Church heretic.8 The fall of 
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the monarchy and the crises of the spring of 1793—international war, civil war, and 

shortages of subsistence goods—led to the legal definition of two further categories of 

constitutive suspects—foreigners and members of the former nobility. The anxiety about 

the presence of undocumented nobility reached further heights with the law of April 17, 

1794 banishing all former nobles and foreigners from countries with whom the Republic 

was at war for residence in Paris upon pain of being declared outlaw—without 

exception.9 

Almost. In the end, how did one define an aristocrat?  In the wake of the decree of 

April 17 the Committee on Legislation received a small flurry of petitions from patriotic 

‘ex-nobles’ and foreigners pleading exception. Thus on 5 Floréal  La Coretterie wrote to 

say that he had not been born noble, and though his father received letters of nobility “as 

a prize for his services when he was 56,” La Corettrie was age 18 at the time and already 

apprenticed in typography. For the past eleven years he had been working in a printing 

shop, his services were currently requisitioned by the Republic and so wondered “s’il doit 

subit le sort des ci-devant nobles…ennemis de leur patrie.” Or there was Citizen 

Martaud, professor of animal anatomy, who wrote in the same week that he had been 

decorated with “the Black Sash” in May of 1789. Did this “joujou” really make him a 

nobleman he queried?10 

 If I had more time I could enumerate more examples from this fascinating 

archive but let me just observe the following: The decrees criminalizing the aristocracy as 

a suspect class have been interpreted by some as evidence of the racist, even genocidal, 

tendencies of Jacobin republicanism.11 But nother interpretation suggests itself when it is 

viewed as an extension of the two core traits that the police traditionally used to identify 
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suspicious types: foreignness and idleness. Under the Old Regime, these traits came 

together most forcefully in the figure of the vagabond: the wandering unemployed. The 

Revolution gave idleness a new social meaning, indeed, one that reversed the old social 

hierarchies of suspicion. What defined an aristocrat in the eyes of revolutionary 

authorities was less blood lineage than the absence of employment that this lineage 

implied.  

Suspicion after 1789 was, in fact, a criminal world turned upside down: whereas 

the former regime had singled out religious minorities for registration and special 

surveillance (Jews, Protestants, etc.), the new one would single out adherents to the 

Church of Rome; whereas the former regime singled out vagabonds and itinerant 

workers, the new one would single out émigrés and foreigners; whereas the former 

regime singled out gens sans aveu, the new would single out aristocrats. The old 

moeurs—probity, virtue, and honor—remained in place; it was only the social 

embodiment of their threats had changed. This carnavalesque inversion of social anxieties 

was expressed most transparently by the decree of August 7, 1793, declaring men who 

disguised themselves as women should be considered counter-revolutionaries.12  

This logic of inversion, however, does not grasp fully the most novel contribution 

of the Revolution to the history of suspicion: the “law on suspects” of September 17, 

1793. 

IV. ‘Laws on Suspects,’ August 10, 1792-September 17, 1793 

After 1793 “suspect” was transformed from an adjective to a substantive noun, “a 

suspect,” and at the same moment this noun ceased to have a fixed set of social referents.  
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The demand for a general law permitting the detention of “suspects,” and encompassing 

all forms of suspicious behavior emerged out of local exigencies and from local police 

who sought national legislative sanction for local initiatives.13 And the patterns at the 

local level—for the some twenty departments and districts that have been closely 

studied—everywhere bear striking family resemblances.14  Waves of collective suspicion 

and mass detentions swept both Paris and the provinces at four critical moments: 1) 

immediately before and after the fall of the Monarchy in 1792; 2) In response to the 

multiple crises of the spring of 1793; 3) In the wake of the resistance authorities 

encountered to the levée en masse in August 1793; and 4) In response to the Ventôse and 

Germinal decrees of the spring of 1794.  

On July 7, 1792 the Legislative Assembly declared the “Patrie en Danger,” and 

the first wave of initiatives to systematically arrest and detain those who had been 

identified as suspects began in earnest after the fall of the monarchy on August 10, 1792, 

the breach of the northern frontier by the Prussians in late August, the fall of Longwy on 

August 28, and then of Verdun on September 2. The Convention immediately extended 

the powers concerning “general security” to the municipal police. Municipal officers 

could henceforth issue arrest warrants for crimes of treason. Merlin de Thionville called 

for a general law mandating the detention of aristocrats deemed suspect and on the 28th 

Danton initiated a decree permitting the police to enter domiciles not only to search for 

arms, but to look for “traitors” as well.15 

But local authorities throughout France were well ahead of them. The decree of 

August 11 led to local mobilizations of police and vigilantes against suspected ‘traitors’ 

throughout France. In Paris, local measures in August led to the imprisonment of several 
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thousand suspicious persons—priests, noblemen and women, and political agitators who 

were out of step with the regime. The massacre of suspects in Paris was an exception. But 

throughout France, the panic of invasion led to local decrees ordering the detention of 

thousands of gens suspects. In Dijon, suspects were defined, (according to Albert 

Mathiez, for the first time) by a municipal decree on August 31 as those who have the 

weapons, the money or who “par leurs propos séducteurs, suscitent des ennemis à la 

chose publique.”16  

A second, and larger wave of arrests of suspects by local authorities, acting upon 

their own initiatives, accompanied the multiple crises of the spring of 1793. The local 

dynamics varied, but two laws were crucial in explaining the expanding scope and 

intensity of detentions: the law of March 21, 1793 creating the committees of surveillance 

and the decree of April 3, which empowered Representatives on Mission to detain 

suspicious persons at will.17  

And Representatives on mission, were already taking such measures well before 

they were formally sanctioned to do so. In face of immanent invasion, the four deputies—

including Merlin de Douai—were sent as Commissioners of the National Convention to 

the Army of the North. They wrote from Lille to the National Convention on March 11 

sending them a copy of a “reglement de police” of the municipality of Lille that decreed 

as follows: “Les personnes que les commissaires de sections regarderont comme 

suspectes, seront conduite à la municipalité, et pourra même constituter la personne 

suspecte en état d’arrestation.”18 

Similar actions and local decrees followed in Orélans and the Haute Pyrenées, and 

not least in the Municipality of Paris and all surrounding municipalities.19 The Paris 
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decree spread rapidly and led to a wave of local emergency decrees in the Lot, 

Montauban, in the city of Besançon, in the district of Vire, and finally in all departments 

perceived to be of dubious loyalty to the Convention. Thus by the late spring of 1793 

almost a third of French departments had been mobilized to detain suspicious persons. 

Over the summer of 1793 the scope and the substance of suspicion took on new 

dimensions, which ultimately led to a conceptual shift in revolutionary consciousness. 

The purging of the Girondins on May 31-June 2, 1793 produced a new category of 

counter-revolutionaries: false republicans. Both national and local laws began to seek out 

“false patriots” as well as priests and aristocrats. Attention now turned to the problem of 

purging local, regional and national government of Girondist sympathizers, culminating 

in the law of July 12, 1793 which put the members of the Convention themselves under a 

heightened state of surveillance and empowered the Committee of General Security to 

search their papers at will.20 The Republic, like Diderot and Rousseau, began to suspect 

itself. 

Thus Robespierre, in his speech to the Convention of May 8, 1793, significantly, 

added new categories to the list of the suspicious  “les ennemis de la liberté,”--robins, 

nobles, financiers, banquiers ou prêtres” and by the summer of 1793, passive public 

officials, the idle wealthy, the overly clever and the pacifist poor joined foreigners, 

aristocrats and priests as suspects. 

The National Convention looked toward the first anniversary of the fall of the 

monarchy on August 10, 1793 as the moment to effect a national reconciliation among 

Republicans and Constitution was sworn in by oath on August 1021 --and then 

instantaneously suspended it “jusqu’à la paix.” Two days later, on August 12 at the 
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demand of deputies of the cantonal assemblies who were admitted to the bar of the 

National Convention, the Convention voted, in principle, for the immediate arrest of all 

“gens suspects” and ordered its Committee on Legislation to draft a general law.  

The task of drafting the law fell to Merlin de Douai. Merlin de Douai, and the 

other members of the Committee on Legislation, left no record, official or private, 

individual or collective, of their deliberations on the law, and there is still speculation 

about the degree of the Committee’s conviction in its guiding principles.22 It has been 

argued, alternatively, that 1) the law revealed Merlin de Douai to be the terrorist that at 

bottom he was (Taine); 2) That he took on the task to save his life (Mignet); and 3) That 

the Committee, like the Convention, agreed to draft the law in an attempt to reign in the 

arbitrariness and brutality of local authorities in repressing political dissent, to bring 

popular violence and repression within some legal limits (Mathiez). This third hypothesis 

carries the most weight. Already on August 12, in response to the demand of the 

deputation from the Cantons, Danton had cautioned that only the “truly suspect” should 

be arrested and that the law should be applied “with more intelligence that it is at 

present.”23  

It is clear that Merlin was hardened by his experiences as a Representative on 

Mission to the Army of the North in Pas de Calais in March, where, as we have seen 

above, he approved some of the earliest local laws ordering the detention of suspicious 

persons—well before the Convention officially authorized him to do so. Then, further, as 

Representative on Mission to the Army of Côtes de Brest in Brittany and the Vendée in 

July, Merlin not only implemented similar laws, but also preemptively ordered local 

authorities to disregard a decree of the National Convention requiring them to release 
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suspect, at their discretion.24 This among other fact, suggests, not only Merlin’s personal 

hand in drafting the law on suspects. 

Nonetheless it was Billaud-Varenne who brought the issue back to the floor on 

September 5, demanding the “arrestation de tous les contre-révolutionnaires et les 

hommes suspects.”25 But it was Basire who got to the heart of the problem: 

On a déjà souvent décreté l’arrestation des gens suspects; mais ces mesures là 

n’ont jamais pu s’éxecuter complètement….; c’est que ce mot gens suspects a été 

mal interprété. On a cru qu’il ne concernait que les nobles et les prêtres, en quoi 

on s’est étrangement trompé.26 

The nobility were no longer a real problem—all the potentially dangerous ones had 

emigrated or been arrested, and moreover, there were, even in the Convention, former 

aristocrats who were some the nations greatest patriots. Moreover, the priests too, at least 

the most dangerous, had also already been deported. The reason the laws were failing was 

because the real threat now lay elsewhere and the law has failed to reach it: 

Pourquoi toutes vos mesures n’ont-elles rien produit? C’est que vous les avez 

circonscrites à ces gens-là [nobles et prêtres]… Vous avez dans les sections…des 

hommes extrêmement dangereux, des hurleurs apostés depuis longtemps, pour la 

révolution sectionnaire; vous avez eu des Feuillants, vous avez eu des Brissotins, 

vous avez encore des hypocrites; et je demande si tous ces gens-là étaient nobles. 

Non; il n’y avait pas deux nobles parmi eux. Quels sont donc les individus parmi 

lesquels se trouve la seconde classe des gens suspects? Ce sont les boutiquers, les 

gros commerçants, les agioteurs, les ci-devant procureurs, huissiers, les valets 

insolents, les intendants et hommes d’affaires, les gros rentiers, les chicaneurs par 
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essence, profession, éducation. Tous sont plus naturellement plus ennemis de la 

liberté que ceux mêmes don't nous avons parlé  précédemment…Ces gens sont 

très difficile à définir…27 

In the end, the only way to know them was through their words and actions: “ces 

motionnaires incendiaires de sections qui saissent toutes les occasions d’exciter le 

trouble, diviser les citoyens, d’entraver les recrutements…”28 The old categories of 

suspicious would no longer do; the Revolution had created a new order and new men. 

The police would need to read the social world in a different way—not through the 

mastery of identifying fixed categories, but through the observation of actions, words and 

attributes. And they needed a law suited to this task, and so Basire: “Je demande…qu’on 

définisse plus categoriquement ce qu’on doit entendre par gens suspects.” 

The law Billaud-Varenne and Basire demanded reached the floor of the 

Convention on September 17:  All suspicious persons throughout the territory of the 

Republic were to be immediately arrested (Art. 1); Suspicious persons were “1) those 

who by their conduct, relations, speech or writings reveal themselves to be partisans of 

tyranny and enemies of liberty; 2) those who cannot, in the manner prescribed by the law 

of last 21 March justify the means of their existence and the fulfillment of their civic 

duties; 3) Those who had been denied ‘Certificates of Citizenship’; 4) Those who had 

been removed from public functions by the Convention or by another public authority; 5) 

Former nobles, including fathers, mothers, sons or daughters, brothers or sisters, or 

employees of émigrés, who have not constantly manifested their devotion to the 

Revolution (Art. 2).” It was no longer who you were, but rather how you appeared and 

what you said and did that defined you as a suspect—and this definition potentially 
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included all citizens who failed to successfully conform to the revolutionary conception 

of an ideal citizen. The “suspect” was the citizen’s Janus face. 

As Basire’s impassioned speech of September 5, 1793 attested, the world had 

become harder to read—it was no longer clear how to define a “gen suspect.” Indeed, 

appearances had become very deceiving. The art of surveillance thus became the art of 

reading surfaces for what lay beneath them, of recognizing deceit.29 And if appearances 

were deceiving then everyone was a potential enemy. “Suspicion” as Robespierre put it, 

“…is to the profound feeling for liberty what jealousy is to love.”30 And by the winter of 

1793-94 liberty had become an untrustworthy lover.  

It was Billaud-Varenne who, in the end, wrote the veritable Traité de Police on 

how to identify the Caractères distinctes des mauvais citoyens—a little undated, unsigned 

circular addressed to members of the revolutionary committees and municipal 

administrators.31 Here Billaud-Varenne reduced revolutionary consciousness to its 

essence: the assessment of subjective signs (speech, conduct and actions) was the surest 

way to see into the soul of the other; and it was not simply a matter of by reading 

surfaces, what a person did, was or appeared—it was by observing the effect that he or 

she had upon others and by employing a brutal, utilitarian, calculus of the objective 

political effects of their presence, words and actions: 

Les Mauvais Citoyens sont: 1.  Ceux qui dans les assemblées des peuples, arrêtent 

son energie par des discours astucieux, des cris turbulens et des menaces. 2. Ceux 

qui, plus prudent, parlent impérieusement des malheurs de la République, 

s’appitoyent sur le sort du peuple, et sont toujours prêts à repandre des mauvaises 

nouvelles avec une douleur affectée. 3. Ceux qui ont changé de conduit et de 
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langue selon les événements, qui, muets sur les crimes des royalistes et 

fédéralistes, déclament avec emphase contre les fautes légères des patriotes et 

affectent, pour paraître républicain, une austerité, une séverité étudiée et qui 

cedent aussitôt qu’il s’agit d’un modéré ou d’un aristocrat. 4. Ceux qui plaignent 

les fermiers et les marchands avids contre lesquels la loi est obligée de prendre les 

mesures. 5. Ceux qui, ayant toujours les mots de liberté, république et patrie sur 

les levres, fréquent les ci-devant nobles, les prêtres contre-révolutionnaires, les 

aristocrats, les feuillants, les modérés et s’interessent à leur sort. 6. Ceux qui n’ont 

pris aucune part active dans tout ce qui intéresse la révolution, et qui pour 

disculper, font valoir le paiement des contributions, leurs dons patriotiques, leur 

service dans la garde nationale par remplacement ou autrement. 7. Ceux qui ont 

reçu avec indifférence la Constitution républicaine, et ont fait part des fausses 

craintes sur son établissement et sa durée..32 

In the Year II (1793-94), suspicion became the art of reading causes from effects—and 

most critically, emotional effects. Demoralization, if not legally criminal, was spiritually 

treasonous.  

The multiple legal iterations of suspicion—local, regional and national—over the 

course of 1789-1793 formed a kind of national conversation about the nature of 

republican society and civic identity. It was a conversation (all be it a desperate and 

brutal one) about how to perceive the social order and how to define civic norms and 

their transgression. This is to say that the laws on suspects worked not only to restore 

order, but also to create a new order and new ways of maintaining it. 
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This conversation unfolded in two stages. It the first stage (1789-93) the old social 

order was inverted but not fundamentally redefined: the old corporatist worldview 

remained in tact but with its valences reversed—the meek inherited the earth. But over 

the spring and summer of 1793 the world of fixed social classifications gave way to a 

fluid world of individuals, whose allegiances could only become known through their 

comportment, speech and gestures. This was a new, Veblenesque, world, still haunted by 

social prejudices, but inescapably aware of the necessity of looking beyond them. In this 

sense, the law on suspects was more liberal in its aims than it appeared at first glance—it 

asked citizens and police to suspect people for what they said and did, rather than who 

they were. It asked them to become readers of indexical signs rather than icons. 
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